MULTIPOINT OPTIONS

SINGLE DOOR WITH MULTIPOINT

- Door prep 6” on center double bore
- Choose lock set from:
  - EMTEK
  - Rocky Mountain
  - Endura
DOUBLE DOOR WITH MULTIPoint IN ACTIVE DOOR, AND STANDARD ASTRAGAL WITH FINGER PULL FLUSH BOLTS FOR INACTIVE DOOR

- Door prep for active door 6” on center double bore
- No additional prep for inactive door (unless dummy handleset wanted, double bore same as active)
- Astragal gets standard stock strikes (VB or Satin Nickel)
DOUBLE DOOR WITH MULTIPoint IN ACTIVE DOOR, AND FLIP LEVER ASTRAGAL ACTIVATES BOLTS FOR INACTIVE DOOR

- Door prep for active 6” on center double bore
- No additional prep for inactive door (unless dummy handleset wanted, double bore same as active)
- Astragal needs special order strikes
DOUBLE DOOR ACTIVE MULTIPONT, 3020 FRENCH MORTISE INACTIVE

- T-Turn activated bolts for inactive door
- Door prep for active door 6” on center double bore
- Must use T-Turn handleset for inactive door and bore 6” on center like active door
- Must use astragal with no bolts, just set to receive latches from multi point
- Needs special order head and sill strikes for 3020
- Steel & fiberglass doors require special lock bore location
HARDWARE CHOICES:
All 2½” Bore prep except **

Eclipse Entry Set
SHOWN IN SATIN NICKEL
Available in:
Victorian Bronze* (stock)
Satin Nickel* (stock)
Bright Brass
Black

Pinnacle Entry Set
SHOWN IN VICTORIAN BRONZE
Available in:
Victorian Bronze*
Satin Nickel*
Bright Brass

Curved Entry Set
SHOWN IN SATIN NICKEL
Available in:
Victorian Bronze*
Satin Nickel
Black

Rectangular Entry Set
SHOWN IN BLACK
Available in:
Victorian Bronze
Satin Nickel
Black

Horizon Entry Set** 1⅝” Bore
SHOWN IN BRIGHT BRASS
Available in:
Victorian Bronze*
Satin Nickel
Bright Brass

Entrance Grip Set
SHOWN IN BLACK
Available in:
Victorian Bronze* (stock)
Satin Nickel
Bright Brass
Black

HARDWARE LEVER OPTIONS

Eclipse Lever
SHOWN IN SATIN NICKEL

Pinnacle Lever
SHOWN IN VICTORIAN BRONZE

Curved Lever
SHOWN IN VICTORIAN BRONZE

Horizon Lever
SHOWN IN BRIGHT BRASS

Rectangular Lever
SHOWN IN BLACK

Eclipse and Pinnacle, and Rectangular and Curved levers are interchangeable and available upon request on all new orders.
HARDWARE CHOICES


STAINLESS STEEL MODERN—AVAILABLE FINISH STAINLESS STEEL (SS)
EMTEK®
HARDWARE CHOICES

FLAT BLACK BRONZE (FB)
MEDIUM BRONZE (MB)
TUMBLED WHITE BRONZE (TWB)

SANDCAST BRONZE ARCHED—AVAILABLE FINISHES—FB, MB (shown), TWB

AURORA          CIMARRON          CODY          DURANGO
LARIAT          MONTROSE          TETON          YUMA

SANDCAST BRONZE RECTANGULAR—AVAILABLE FINISHES—FB, MB (shown), TWB

AURORA          CIMARRON          CODY          DURANGO
LARIAT          MONTROSE          TETON          YUMA

LOST WAX CAST BRONZE TUSCANY—AVAILABLE FINISHES—FB, MB (shown)

MEDICI          NAPOLI          OCTAGON          PADUA

VictorBilt®
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CHOICES, ALL 2-1/8" BORE PREP

SILICON BRONZE LIGHT (BL)

SILICON BRONZE DARK (BD)

SILICON BRONZE MEDIUM (BM)

SILICON BRONZE RUST (BR)

WHITE BRONZE DARK (WD)

WHITE BRONZE MEDIUM (WM)

WHITE BRONZE LIGHT (WL)

Rectangular Entry Set
SHOWN IN MEDIUM BRONZE
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ROCKY MOUNTAIN ESCUTCHEON CHOICES

ROCKY MOUNTAIN LEVER CHOICES

L127M, L156L SCROLL LEVER
L107 SLUGGER LEVER
L130 MONARCH LEVER
L108 TUBE LEVER
L132 SQUARE TWIST LEVER
L109M, L119L LEGACY LEVER

L135M, L147L OLYMPUS LEVER
L174 LARIAT LEVER
L140M, L151L HARRINGTON LEVER
L301M, L302L STRAP LEVER
L150 BELLA LEVER
L310

L160 WING LEVER
L110M, L128S CLASSIC LEVER
L163 EURO LEVER
L111 TWIG LEVER
L224M, L228L RIDGE LEVER
L115M, L158L ACANTUS LEVER

L580 MADDOX LEVER
L117M, L120L, L241L FRENCH LEVER
L276 FALCON LEVER
L118 FRENCH TWIST LEVER
L307 JANE LEVER
L121M, L141L ROCK CREEK LEVER

L101 LONGHORN LEVER
L123 OLD WORLD RIVER
L102 SQUIRREL TAIL LEVER
L125 CLASSIC SCROLL LEVER
L103M, L112L CHUB LEVER
L126 TRIPLE TWIST LEVER

L104M, L122L HOOK LEVER
L175 BAMBOO LEVER
L105 BEAVER TAIL LEVER
L304 REED LEVER
L106 TALON LEVER
L314 UJ LEVER